SPACE IS A PRACTICED PLACE

Temporary Urban Experiments in Creating New Public Spaces

Saturday, October 22 - 1 to 4 pm
Meet at Harry Bridges Plaza

Location: 654 Mission Street, San Francisco

This event is free and open to the public.

RECLAIM MARKET STREET!

Temporary Urban Experiments in Creating New Public Spaces

Fashioned by people using methods of direct observation— including photos, videos and stories—this project is a way of sharing our experiences of our streets for? Can we claim the street for? Can we use? Can the increasing numbers of cyclists down? Are we creating the space to vehicles, and the time has come to start giving the space to vehicles, and the time has come to start giving? And the time has come to start giving? And the time has come to start giving.

In addition, the Studio for Urban Projects would like to thank the following individuals and organizations for their support of SPUR and the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency.

This project is made possible through the generous support of SPUR and the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency.

How Not to Cheat Children: Play is Freedom
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